The study of Ijma basis from the Shiite and Sunnite's viewpoint.

The subject of this compiled thesis is the study of gathering (Ijma') basis from the viewpoint of Shiite and Sunnite.

This thesis contains four chapters and including the study of conceptions as generalities and concepts' gathering (Ijma') from the viewpoint of Sunnite's and their reasons, gathering (Ijma') from the view point of Shiites and their reasons, evidences of Ijma' in Imamiyyah Feghh and the points of differences in the gathering between Shiites and Sunnite's.
In Imamiyyah Feghh, Ijma' isn't an independent source for the extracting of commandments (Ahkam) but it is creditable because of the agreement of Ma' sooms' viewpoints. But Ijma' in Sunnite's Feghh is basis of commandments in Fering like Quran and Sunnah.

The other difference between them is that when some Juris consults have agreement about a Hokm. That is extracted from the words and the actions of Ma' sooms, Ijma' is done while the agreement of entire Juris consults is not required in Sunnite.

The aim of this research: Ijma' in Sunnite is not creditable while is Shiite is creditable and has a great value because it is extracted of Ma' sooms' word.

The method of research: Generally done in library and some by software's. For extracting commandment for Shiite but Sunnite considers in as an independent source as Quran and Sunnah.